Assignment for Module 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. Due on 2015-02-09, 12:00 IST.

Submitted assignment

This is an assessment test on Module 3. You can take the test multiple times and your score on final submission would be taken as your score for the assignment. The test comprises of 40 questions each carrying equal weight. No negative mark is awarded for wrong answers.

The set comprises of both multiple choice questions and multi-choice questions.

- In the case of multi-choice questions(The square check box), you need to select all correct answers to get the full credit allocated for the question.
- In the case of multiple choice questions(the circular select button) choose the most appropriate answer(you can choose only one).

1) A hole or weakness in the system is called
   - Risk
   - Threat
   - Vulnerability
   - Impact

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Vulnerability

2) Controls mitigate
   - Risk
   - Assets
   - Vulnerabilities
   - Threats

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Risk

3) A program that replicates itself across the network
   - Easter egg
   - Worm
   - Bacteria
   - Trojan Horse

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Risk
No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Worm

4) Which among the following is a virus?  
- Equipment failure
- Power surge
- Conflicting Hardware drivers
- Cloner

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Cloner

5) What does CARO stand for?  
- Computer Anti-virus Research Organization
- Computer Algorithm Research Organization
- Center for Advanced Research of Objects
- Center for Algorithm Research

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Computer Anti-virus Research Organization

6) Parasitic, Memory-resident and Polymorphic are types of  
- Worm
- Bacteria
- Virus
- Trojan

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Virus

7) I Love You Virus is an example of  
- VBS Virus
- VPS Virus
- VAS Virus
- VTS Virus

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
VBS Virus

8) Nimda is an example of  
- Worm
- Bacteria
- Virus
- Trojan

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Worm
9) Netbus is an example of  
- Worm  
- Bacteria  
- Virus  
- Trojan

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
**Trojan**

10) Maximum time in alternate mode is called  
- Maximum Tolerable outage  
- Service Delivery Objective  
- Interruption Window  
- None of the Above

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
**Maximum Tolerable outage**

11) SAN means  
- Storage area network  
- Secure Area network  
- Software Area network  
- Simple area Network

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
**Storage area network**

12) A fully configured site ready to start operation  
- Reciprocal Agreement  
- Hot site  
- Warm site  
- Cold site

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
**Hot site**

13) What does Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP) Detail:  
- How to return to regular system mode  
- Service offered by backup system  
- How to transition to alternate process mode  
- Offers critical services in event of disruption

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
**How to transition to alternate process mode**

14) An initiative for increased functionality for new services is termed  
- Problem Request  
- Service Request  
- Incident Request
15) The priority of an incident is measured in
- The recovery time of incident
- The vastness of incident alone
- The recovery cost of incident
- The impact of incident and urgency to recover

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
The impact of incident and urgency to recover

16) A company's financial system was affected and its payroll entries were deleted. This could be considered as
- Low impact incident
- High impact incident
- Medium impact incident
- Depends on the cost of recovery

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
High impact incident

17) Since the occurrence of an incident, the customers of online banking are unable to make third-party transfers. This can be categorized into
- Low urgency event
- High urgency event
- Medium urgency event
- Enhancement request

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Medium urgency event

18) The risk of piracy or theft of intellectual property can be categorized as
- Threat
- Vulnerability
- Risk
- Virus

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Threat

19) Bliss released in 1997 is an example of
- Worm
- Trojan Horse
- Security directive against threats
- Virus

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Security directive against threats
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No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
Virus

20 A virus that mutates into a new form on every new host to prevent detection  
- Stealth virus  
- Parasitic Virus  
- Polymorphic virus  
- Replicating virus  

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
Polymorphic virus

21 Pick up the wrong statement  
- A Trojan horse will not replicates itself  
- A Trojan horse is not self triggered  
- A Trojan horse can be used to steal passwords from a secure system  
- A Trojan horse can be only controlled locally  

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
A Trojan horse can be only controlled locally

22 A email supposed to be from your bank asking for your account details is an act of  
- Virus attack  
- Trojan horse attack  
- Phishing  
- Back Door  

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
Phishing

23 A cloud service model where the consumer provides applications/softwares’ to run in cloud environment is called  
- SaaS (Software as a Service)  
- PaaS (Platform as a Service)  
- IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)  
- Daas (Data as a Service)  

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
PaaS (Platform as a Service)

24 A company doing a high value research stores its data in a secure cloud. Later it decides to collaborate with an university in research and allows the university to store and manipulate the research related data on its cloud. Such a storage system can be categorized as  
- Private cloud  
- Community Cloud  
- Public Cloud  
- All of the Above  

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0
25) A Service Level Agreement on a cloud between the customer and Service provider gives:
- A performance guarantee of the cloud services
- Explains the security policy in place
- Software and Hardware compliance
- All of the above

**No, the answer is incorrect.**
**Score: 0**

26) Reciprocal Agreements with another organization as a recovery strategy to an incident involves which of the following risks:
- Compatibility issues with other organization's software and hardware
- Lack of Resource availability
- Under-tested Solutions
- All of the above

**No, the answer is incorrect.**
**Score: 0**

27) All suspected information security incidents must be reported as quickly as possible through:
- Local management
- Data center management
- The appropriate internal channels
- Both a and b

**No, the answer is incorrect.**
**Score: 0**

28) The Information Technology Department must utilize simulated incidents to mobilize and test the adequacy of the Bank's CERT at least once every:
- At least once every day
- At least once every three months
- At least once every six months
- At least once every year

**No, the answer is incorrect.**
**Score: 0**

29) Sadmind which got released in 2001 is a kind of:
- Virus
- Worm
- Trojan Horse
- Logic Bomb

**No, the answer is incorrect.**
**Score: 0**
30. ClickJacking can cause users to?

- Change privacy settings to your Facebook site
- Give up password of their bank accounts
- Trick the user to enable web-cam
- Trick user to follow a random person in twitter

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Change privacy settings to your Facebook site
Trick the user to enable web-cam
Trick user to follow a random person in twitter

31. Which of following statement about viruses is correct? Select all correct choices

- Viruses can initiate itself
- Viruses can clone itself
- Some virus can infect boot sector
- Some viruses can distribute itself

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Viruses can clone itself
Some virus can infect boot sector
Some viruses can distribute itself

32. Pick up the odd one out

- Norton
- Nero
- Avast
- Kaspersky

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Nero

33. Pick the odd one out

- Ebola
- H1N1
- Elk Cloner
- Lyssavirus

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Elk Cloner

34. The minimum level of service in Alternate mode is termed as

- Disaster level Service
- Service Delivery Objective
- Maximum Tolerable Outage
- Alternate Service Mode

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Service Delivery Objective

35. Which should be the last level of testing in Disaster Recovery Test Order?

- Disaster level Service
- Service Delivery Objective
- Maximum Tolerable Outage
- Alternate Service Mode
36) In which of the following Business Continuity Test Types we move processing from regular site to alternate site

- Checklist Review
- Structured Walkthrough
- Parallel Test
- Full-Interruption

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Full-Interruption

37) Disclosure threat will affect

- Confidentiality
- Integrity
- Availability
- All of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Confidentiality

38) Choose all entities that can be a threat to an information asset

- Employees
- External Parties
- Natural Disasters
- All of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
All of the above

39) True or False: Lack of Documentation of the process implementation is a potential threat

- True
- False

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
True

40) Lapse of Physical Security to server is a

- Threat
- Vulnerability
- Asset
- Risk

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Threat
No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Vulnerability